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Abstract
Multicore systems are known for operating in a dynamic execution environment. Various conventional
approaches/efforts carried out so far towards achieving the dynamism have gradually become obsolete.
And there is a dire need to find out and integrate novel paradigms, research theories (such as self-awareness)
in Multicore systems to find possible performance optimization alternatives. Self-awareness is one of the
important principles of autonomic computing and has been shown a remarkable hope in building dynamic
systems. Taking the inspiration from such systems, in this paper a “Self-aware Application Execution
Environment” (SAE2) has been proposed. The aim of the SAE2 model is to explore and find out the impact
of “self-awareness” in the performance of Multicore systems. The “SAE2 model” is driven through the
“autonomic computing principles” and exploits parameter tuning and tradeoff attributes to leverage the
Multicore system's potential. The proposed model has a feedback-based mechanism, where an application
could interact with the system and signal for various performance issues (at run time) and get the inputs to
get adopted as per the system resources availability. A novel “application cooperative behavior” has been
introduced to address various performance issues of Multicore systems.
Keywords- Multi-core; performance; self-awareness; adaptive; feedback.
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1. Introduction
Multicore processors being the backbone of numerous computing fields have revolutionized the
Information Technology (IT) industry (Abbasi et al., 2021). The growth is witnessed in the field
of AI, Cloud computing, data analytics and computer vision. Nevertheless, critical factors at the
hardware level such as defects in manufacturing; performance degradation over time, Powerperformance tradeoff hinders the true potential of Multicore systems (Alferaidi et al., 2022).
Other challenges (on the software side) like task mapping/scheduling, fairness; interference is
becoming the performance wall for the Multicore systems (Asbeutah et al., 2020). To address
such challenges conventional approaches are not sufficient (Dhiman et al., 2022). And therefore,
we need to move towards more intrinsic and abstract attributes like self-awareness with learning
(Dinakarrao, 2021). Self-aware systems are those systems that are aware of their state and could
adopt themselves considering the state of the overall system (Götzinger et al., 2016). Various
efforts of self-awareness have been available in the literature, which attempted to find the
scope/impact of autonomy in terms of models to improve performance.
In the same context, a framework inspired by self-awareness has been proposed, which takes
application goals as input and fulfills them according to a fixed set of actions (Gupta and Rana,
2019a). The proposed system reduces the involvement of programmers in performance
optimization.
The contribution of this article is enlisted as (Gupta and Rana, 2019b):
● Design of self-aware based SAE2 model to find out the scope for performance
improvement of multi-core systems.
● Proposed a set of policies to realize the Self-awareness in the proposed model.
● Developed and integrated the application and system interface to facilitate the application
programmer and system engineer.
● Finally, a concise discussion of the implementation issues.
Section 2 of this paper describe the model imperatives and their causes-effects, Section 3 is
devoted to exploring the application execution flow considering the proposed policies adopted in
the model. Section 4 details the proposed model and its subcomponents. Section 5 covers a
thorough discussion to understand the critical factors related to model implementation and
finally, the paper is concluded.

2. Model Imperatives
The model imperatives details are following (Gupta et al., 2022):
● It is assumed that the threads are going to be executed in the proposed model.
● The size of the thread is assumed to be the size of the program.
● Threads include thread control code (run time).
● Input for the model would be the application threads, related parameters. Contrary, the output
will be measured through the performance metrics.
● Sensing variables (shared variables) are introduced to perform online monitoring and analysis
of the system performance. Monitoring would be performed at distinct levels in the system;
first at application thread-level; second at application level & third at system level.
● System also has “Global sensing variables” to monitor the overall system performance.
● Interrupts will be used as event trackers in the applications and will act for the parameter’s
threshold value set by the user.
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●
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Default services like scheduling, memory allocation provided by the existing OS will be
disabled. And a set of new services will be activated which are included in the proposed
interface.
The conventional OS would only act as facilitator and will provide the available resources as
per the requirement raised by the proposed model.
Existing OS will just work as a resource allocator as per the policies decided by the proposed
model.

2.1 Cause Effect Analysis
In the proposed model, to incorporate self-awareness, sensor channels have been
employed that sense the changes in the system performance. Sensor channels are implemented as
the shared variables. Sensor channels are interfaced with the performance counters that exist in
the processor core. Performance counters could be easily accessed in the program using the
available API’s like PAPI (Jaiswal et al., 2015). PAPI interfaces shared variables to the
performance counters to track the important events such as cache miss, CPU utilization, memory
& bandwidth utilization etc.
Therefore, applications going to be executed in the proposed model contain a list of
shared variables to balance their performance itself. Performance counters have also been
assigned the responsibility to access the global system parameters (core utilization) globally. The
global system variables are essentially calculated through the local sensing/performance variables
available in the applications. Therefore, we have two types of sensing variables, local and global.
Local variables monitor the performance of the application in isolation, and global variables
measure the system performance in totality (Kanwal et al., 2022).
The variation in systems performance could be traced through the global variables. The
controller from the application side and system side communicates to balance the overall
performance of the system. Let's say, cache miss rate is higher at the system level, the global
variable will witness the same. Accordingly, the application controller will track which
application is causing the higher miss rate and the necessary action would be initiated. To monitor
the systems performance loops at the application and at the system side continuously monitor the
system state. The local loop also known as an inner loop will monitor the performance at the
application side, whereas the Global loop is also known as the outer loop will manage the
performance degradation at the system level. These loops will work for fixed intervals. Let's say
after, each 1 million instructions (Kumar and Dhiman, 2021).

3. Proposed Policies to Incorporate Self-awareness
1. The application will be governed by the application parameters and the control file. Sensor
variables declared inside the application will control/instruct the application to go slow or fast
as per the system's performance.
2. The application consists with small components, like threads, procedures.
3. These components will report the performance of the applications to the application
controller.
4. Self-service applications are allowed to allocate the required resources itself (by requesting
the application controller). Applications would accomplish this task by calling the related
service routines that exist in the controller.
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5. Central authority (System controller/OS) in the system will only observe the applications.
And would not interfere with the application activities related to resource allocation.
6. Central authority may warn the application for any false decision, it is up to the application to
accept the recommendation or reject it.
7. Central authority in critical cases may forcefully stop the application to stop the activity
during the execution of time critical applications.
8. There would be three modes in which the system may work- normal, application control,
system control.
9. System/OS/Super-user may change the mode of the application execution, from normal mode
to application control or system control mode.
10. All the applications must have full awareness about its environment, if the environment
(Performance of the system) is changing applications should have to change their parameters
accordingly.
11. All the applications must have a separate file which contains the list of parameters of the
application.
12. All the applications should have a control file that contains the set of routines related to the
performance of the application.
13. The applications may call the “parameter correlation routine” to check the adverse effect of
changing the parameter value of a parameter.
14. Correlation of the parameters will be done with the help of the correlation rules, described in
the parameter tuning routine. For example, no. of threads proportional to CPU utilization is
one of the rules.
15. The applications can communicate to the other applications, system components (with the
help of the controller).
16. If a resource is almost occupied, and is unable to serve other applications, could broadcast a
message to all the applications that - “resource full” and could not accept further requests. In
response, all the applications will slowly start releasing the related resource to balance the
system performance.
17. The applications during releasing a resource will have to keep track, that the performance of
the system is not affected in a large extent
18. If after broadcasting the message, if applications are still not releasing the resource, and do
not agree for any “common solution” then the resource will itself discard the unusual
applications forcefully.
19. The application will take the decision of releasing a resource, after executing their parameter
correlation algorithm. If it is found that there is a possibility of performance degradation, of
that application itself, it may report to the resource directly.
20. Resource allocation and de-allocation will be performed by the applications in a cooperative
manner.
21. Thus, applications will be aware about co-applications resource requirements, & will assist
each other in case of resource crises.
22. The decision of the preemption of the application will be taken by the system
controller/resource only if applications fail to resolve it collectively.
23. The resources will periodically announce its status, as if it is free or heavily loaded to the
applications, for the effective utilization of the resources.
24. The applications must maintain a table putting the communication history of resource release
& possible reasons for non-release of acquired resources.
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25. Each application will maintain a table for self-healing. Whenever an application faces a
particular performance issue, the self-healing table will be referred to. Self-healing table will
essentially store a set of performance issues and possible solutions in the form of routine.
26. Overall system will be governed by the two optimization strategies: first self-optimization at
application level, second at system level.

4. Proposed Model
To overcome the performance issues of multi-core systems incorporating self-awareness
principles, an interface between multicore systems and their application has been
assumed/proposed (Kumar and Singh, 2021). Further, a hypothesis has been established as “the
proposed layer being an interface between applications and the operating system would mitigate
the multicore performance issues”. Moreover, to leverage the potential of the proposed model,
applications must be transformed and become self-aware. To prove the given hypothesis an
Application Self-control Engine (ASCE) has been designed and kept between application and
OS. ASCE further includes two independent modules named “application control engine” (ACE)
and system control engine (SCE). ACE and SCE includes the necessary services to enable an
application to be transformed as self-aware. The services have been incorporated from the
autonomic principles such as self-healing, self-protection, and self-control. These services are
nothing but routines and related interfaces. The purpose of ACE is to interact with applications,
whereas SCE interacts with the OS and low-level services. The distinct modules of the proposed
model are detailed below (Park et al., 2019).
4.1 ACE Modules
(i) Profilers
Profilers are the programs that profiles and characterize the application behavior. Profiles help in
making various scheduling and memory allocation decisions for the applications.
(ii) Application Thread Flow Graph
This module is responsible for creating the thread flow graph. The thread flow graph includes the
information about which thread is using which memory object. Flow graph also shows which
thread is dependent on other threads. It helps in knowing different options for the thread
execution during the shared resources crisis in the system.
(iii) Application Self-control Services
This module provides the appropriate control & management services to the applications. The
services related with autonomic aspects like self-healing, self-optimizing, self-protecting will be
available here.
(iv) Application Thread to Core Mapping Services
These services would help the application to acquire the suitable core among a set of candidate
cores.
(v) Application Threads to Memory Object Mapping Services
These services take support from the application thread flow graph to know how many threads
are pointing for a memory object. It helps in solving the shared resource contention problems.
(vi) Application History Sensitive Data and Knowledge
This module contains the application's historical data related to the thread-to-core mapping.
Information related to the application like a priority, how many instructions cause the memory
references. The historical information helps for the application-to-core allocation & memory
allocations.
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4.2 SCE Modules
(a) Application Online Monitoring and Analysis Module
Online monitoring of performance is performed by the System control engine. The online
monitoring module is responsible for finding the hot spot (the portion of applications causing the
performance degradation) in the application, also monitoring the parameter tuning process.
Application run time manager (ARM) is a program that runs inside the SCE to support the online
monitoring and analysis module.
(b) Application Runtime Manager
This module fulfills all the requirements of the application during its execution. Application
runtime manager is the agent that coordinates with the application controller engine (ACE) for the
availability of appropriate services to the application. It helps applications to take performancerelated decisions at runtime.
(c) ARM Plan Activation
ARM when sensing that an application's performance is decreasing, will select the most
appropriate plan from the knowledge repository and will instruct the Thread run time module
(TRM). Here the plan is a parameter value increase/decrease for the performance stabilization.
(d) Parameter Threshold Value Monitor (PTVM)
PTVM is a service that monitors applications. PTAM works as an event tracker in the
applications. The main task of PTAM is to keep track of the occurrence of specific activity
related to the performance in the application. For example, a routine is taking more time for
execution as expected. Additionally, one of the threads creating contention for the shared cache is
also an event needed to observe. The event server does the task of tracking with a threshold table
that contains the threshold value of each parameter of the application. The event server matches
the expected value with the threshold value and then passes the events to the Run time manager.
Other tasks performed by the module are, monitoring performance decreasing, resource conflict
(Politou et al., 2021).
(e) Migrator
It is a sub-module of the application online analysis & control module. It decides at run time
which component of the application will run in which processor core.
(f) Application Tuning Rules
Application tuning rules contain the restrictions and parameter tuning configuration. Rules like
data locality are inversely proportional to the shared cache contention. Other Rules like increasing
the cache size will increase the hit rate. Increasing the I/O activity will choke the interconnection
network.
(g) Application Self-healing Plans
Self-healing plans are the group of rules to address some performance problem issues like
contention. The difference between rule and plan is that rules are atomic & plans are the set of
rules. For a particular performance problem, there could be various plans & each plan may have a
different set of rules (Salami et al., 2020).
(h) Application Self-optimization
Application self-optimization is also the set of rules to minimize the application execution time.
Self-optimization rules are used by the applications to optimize their threads performance.
(i) Knowledge Stores
A knowledge repository is a table that stores the set of already executed plans. The set of plans is
the parameter tuning rules. Rules like when the interconnection network is full then decrease the
parallelism parameter. Rules have one another interpretation set of possible combinations of
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parameters and their values. These plans (rules) are made based on the different performance
problems which may come in the system. The knowledge repository will be updated from time to
time after a successful solution to a performance problem comes into the system. New plans will
be updated in the table for the successful heuristic optimization solution (Vaishnav et al., 2021).
(j) Policy Engine
The policy engine is the brain of the ACSE Model. The policy engine contains the overall
rules/regulations, protocols that need to be followed by the modules. The policy engine contains
the policies related to resource allocation, processor allocation, contention solution, and
synchronization issues in the system, concurrency policies. Other issues like which process will
get higher priority, application communication policies, voting policies all are stored in the policy
engine. Policies are the set of atomic rules that need to follow all the applications running in the
system (Yadav et al., 2022).
4.3 Working of Proposed Model
(a) Screening of the Application
Application will first go for the initial investigation. Investigations related to the type of
application, verification for malware. Application tunable parameters will also be gathered by the
ACE.
(b) Self resource Allocation
When an application requires the resources, it will request them from the application controller
engine. The application will call the resource requirement estimation service (RRES) that is
available at the ACE. That service will estimate the resource requirement of that application.
Application may use existing service, or it may use their own available in their source code.
Applications will put their requirements to the ACE; ACE will show the exact status of the
resources like available main memory, cache etc., at that time. The application will then call the
performance estimation after allocation service (PEAS). This service will calculate the effect on
the performance of this application will be submitted to the system. It will allocate the resource to
the application. If (PEAS) show that after submission of the application performance of the
system will hamper or the application will take more time for their execution, the application may
wait for some time. It may call the PEAS service routine for the appropriate time to apply.
Application if it is a critical one may enter in the system without considering the performance
problem. For understanding the concept, we are taking the example of sorting some numbers. The
request of the resource allocation will first go to the ACE; ACE will transfer to the SCE. ACE
cannot go to the system area directly; it will go through the SCE only. The application will use
resource allocation related algorithms.
(c) Self-aware Application Processor Scheduling
Application after getting the required resources is ready for execution. The application will now
call for the most appropriate processor scheduling algorithm from the knowledge engine.
Knowledge engines will keep a list of scheduling algorithms ranked as per their past performance;
they are also bifurcated as per the type of application. The algorithm for the image processing is
grouped, the same as the algorithm for real-time application. Scheduling algorithms are
categorized as I/O sensitive applications that may need a slow core and CPU incentive algorithm
may require the fast core. Scheduling algorithms if they schedule the applications as per the
characteristics of the applications it may solve various issues like shared cache contention.
The scheduling policy is part of the policy engine. Scheduling policy contains one important
point, those threads which take more time for their execution will be allocated to the fixed
processor core. The phenomenon of putting a thread to the same core all the time in the
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scheduling process is called processor core affinity. The application will also prefer the core
which has slightly less load as shown in Figure 1.
(d) Self-aware Resource Allocation and Parameter Tuning
Performance tuning will be accomplished through the loops. The application executes its thread
for an iteration & collects the initial value for the tuning parameters, after that, it calculates the
next values for the threads through executing self-aware parameter tuning having criteria such as
throughput or the CPU utilization or main memory utilization. The online tuning will be done by
getting the initial value of the parameters through executing for one iteration. As we know that,
the application parameter tuning in our proposed model is through the cooperative manner, each
the application needs to check the other application & system performance also before making
any decision.
Suppose we have two applications A1 & A2 and we have some resources like R1 and R2 and
both have only one instance. Application A1 has taken R1 resources only. Now if A2 wants to get
R1 resources, it needs to claim it from A1 by making a request or A1 may itself release some
percentage of resources for R1 to allocate to A2. Here each application (Old) needs to be aware of
the new events, new applications entering the system. New applications would be aware of the
old application's resources.
Here, there might be a possibility that both the applications are waiting and are not making
sufficient progress. The said issue could be solved by identifying the behavior and characteristics
of the application. Suppose a new application just entered in the system is time-critical, it would
request an old application (memory-bound) to release the required resources. As per the policy
and ranking of the applications both the applications will decide in a cooperative manner who
will release what number of resources. There could be a concept of survivability, it means an
application will release a few resources such that it can survive itself and make progress.
Survivability will ensure that the application will not sit completely ideal. It will execute slowly
and progress.

5. Conclusion
Multicore systems are rapidly changing and demanding robust policies to optimize performance.
Conventional approaches have shown a definite performance improvement. To have exponential
growth in performance to support the upcoming computing applications there is a dire need to
explore the novel paradigms and integrate them into the Multicore systems. In this research
article, a well-known computing paradigm that works in the principles of self-awareness has been
proposed. Integrating autonomic computing in Multicore systems would certainly help to gain the
required performance from the multicore systems. The Self-aware execution environment termed
SAE2 has been proposed. The effectiveness of the model has been prepositioned for the selfaware resource allocation and self-aware application-to-core mapping. The cooperative behavior
of applications to enhance the system performance has been also discussed. The set of protocols
in terms of policies have been elaborated. The proposed model has covered all the contemporary
performance issues of Multicore systems and their possible solutions. The implementation aspects
that have not been covered in this research article could be extended in future work.
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Figure 1: Proposed SAE2 Model for Performance Improvement.
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